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Abstract 

In recent years performance of throughput oriented applications can be considerably improved using GPU computing. It provides 

an alternative to CPUs because of number of cores embedded on same chip. It is observed that GPU gives performance 

improvement up to 10x to 100x over the CPU computing. With GPU architectural advances in improved programming support 

this trend will continue in the near future. Dedicated libraries such as CUDA provide general purpose computing support for 

GPU. SIMD architecture of GPU enabled libraries such as CUDA makes it possible to handle a very large number of hardware 

threads concurrently, which is beneficial for various applications, including scientific computing. This paper aims at finding the 

effective ways for improving the performance of OpenSEES, which is an open source package for earthquake simulation on 

hybrid platform using GPU enabled libraries such as Cusp.   
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________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Structural engineers face many challenges in analysis and design of structures that can withstand the devastating effects of 

earthquakes. The OpenSEES software framework provides a platform for earthquake engineers to develop finite-element and 

finite-element-reliability applications for use in sequential, high- performance, and distributed processing environments. 

However, the the linear solvers in OpenSEES, are not computationally efficient for simulation of super tall buildings. This 

motivates to find out more effective ways for structural analysis of behavior of super tall buildings during earthquake using 

OpenSEES. 

 Why GPU? 

GPUs provide an effective platform for general purpose computing using CUDA enabled general purpose libraries. SIMD 

architecture of these libraries provides a possible way handle a very large number of hardware threads concurrently, and can be 

used for various purposes, including scientific computing. GPUs have become very powerful yet quite cheap. They can handle 

massively parallel problems that require a huge amount of data, which makes them interesting for modern software simulations. 

Moreover, a GPU cluster computes faster and consumes less energy than a CPU cluster [1]. This makes GPU clusters very 

attractive for High Performance Computing. In OpenSEES problems can be modeled by a system of PDEs. These PDEs adopt 

three types of sparse system of equations, namely: SuperLU, UmfPack and SparseSYM. Solving a huge linear system is a 

tedious and time consuming task and it often requires a lot of computational power.When using the CPU computing very few 

solvers can be parallized with a very low efficiency. GPUs, therefore be of great interest for solving linear systems quickly and 

efficiently. 

II. RELATED WORK 

After doing the code profiling of OpenSEES it is observed that efficient solution of systems of linear equations with large sparse 

matrices is fundamental problem definition. There are many alternative ways are proposed to answer this in literature survey. A 

multi-layer shell element, based on the principles of composite material mechanics, has been developed in OpenSEES for shear 

walls, core tubes and floor slabs, which are important components of large-scale structures.  This multi-layer shell element has 

been applied in investigating the seismic behavior of super-tall buildings and large-span bridges, providing useful references and 
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an effective tool for further research on the seismic behavior of largescale structures. However, the above mentioned research 

also indicated that the computational efficiency of OpenSEES based on CPU computing cannot satisfy the demand for numerical 

simulation of large-scale structures. This restricts further investigation on the seismic behavior of such structures using this 

software package[1]. Emerging parallel architectures like general purpose graphics processing units (GPGPUs), 

coprocessors/accelerators, even high-end x86 multicore processors are of special interest for the solution of sparse linear 

systems. Several studies have been presented that evaluate the utilization of modern processing subsystems for sparse matrix 

computations . NVidia's late, Kepler GPU architecture provides high level of thread parallelism and can achieve 1.66Tflops in a 

single GPU configuration (K40 model). Its architecture is based in SMX multiprocessor with 192 single precision CUDA cores 

and 64 double precision units per multiprocessor. Moreover, it incorporates up to 12GB of memory. 

III. GPU- ACCELERATED LIBRARIES FOR LINEAR ALGEBRA 

The aim of this paper is to integrate a GPU-accelerated linear algebra library with the OpenSEES Project. There exist several 

libraries for performing linear algebra computations on graphics processors. This section aims to evaluate the current status of 

these libraries and discuss their suitability for integration with the OpenSEES. 

 Requirements and Properties 

For a candidate library to be at all suitable for integration, it must fulfill certain criteria, which are set as follows  

 It must be distributed in the form of a library that can be used from other appli- cation code; that is, it must not be a stand-

alone application. 

 It must be distributed under a free/open license.  

 It must be written for use with C++ applications  

 It must be made for sparse linear algebra computations. 

There are several libraries that fulfill some or all of the above requirements. The libraries that fulfill all requirements, as well 

as a couple of libraries with a proprietary license, will be surveyed further. The libraries with proprietary licenses are effectively 

ruled out as candidates from the start, but it is interesting to take a further look at them to compare them to the free alternatives. 

 The Libraries 

Previous subsection sums up some of the properties of the libraries that were found. More information about each of the tested 

libraries is discussed in this subsection.  

 CULA 

CULA[3] is produced by EM Photonics in organization with NVIDIA. It gives C, C++ and Fortran libraries with an expansive 

interface of direct variable based math usefulness. This incorporates calculations for explaining straight frameworks, slightest 

squares strategies, particular worth disintegration, and that's just the beginning. CULA comes in two variations, for for dense and 

sparse linear algebra, individually. Both are authorized on a one-year membership premise, with a markdown for scholastic use. 

The thick variation additionally arrives in a free form, with restricted usefulness. CULA gives a speedup of 9x-14x for different 

Krylov solvers on a NVIDIA C2070 versus Intel Xeon X5560. Albeit well performing and professionally created and bolstered, 

CULA does not give a free form adequate usefulness for coordination with the OpenSEES  and is ruled out as a candidate. As 

per figures from their site, CULA gives a speedup of 9x-14x for different Krylov solvers on a NVIDIA C2070 versus Intel Xeon 

X5560. Albeit well performing and professionally created and upheld, CULA does not give a free form with adequate usefulness 

for reconciliation with the OpenSEES. 

 SpeedIT 

SpeedIT [4] is a library similar to CULA, but with greater restrained functionality. It seasoned- vides two iterative solvers and 

one sparse matrix storage format. SpeedIT is certified in 3 different versions. The free model has restricted capability, and is 

licensed underneath the GNU GPL. It includes a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient solver, as well as what they name popular 

matrix-vector multiplication (opposed to the accelerated sparse matrix-vector multiplication included within the paid variations). 

The free version simplest supports only single precision floating factor mathematics. SpeedIT has shown speedup elements of 2 

to 14 while solving sparse linear systems.  The developers have additionally completed benchmarks towards Cusp and 

cuSPARSE particularly[13], where where they time sparse matrix vector multiplication for several sparse matrices. These 

benchmarks location the three libraries inside the same ballpark overall performance-wise, with all 3 alternating among 

appearing quality. No matter the performance figures, the proprietary license makes SpeedIT undeserving for integration with the 

OpenSEES. 

 ViennaCL 

ViennaCL[6] is an open-source library for numerical linear algebra on the GPU. Opposite to the other libraries surveyed right 

here, it makes use of OpenCL[7] as the interface to the GPU instead of CUDA.  Further to offering implementations of all BLAS 

degrees, it affords both direct and iterative strategies. It's miles prepared with a easy and properly-documented consumer 

interface. Due to the fact ViennaCL is written in OpenCL, it is able to be run on CPUs as well as GPUs. The authors of the 

library have measured the number of double precision conjugate gradient solver iterations run in step within second on both 

CPUs and GPUs. They display speedup figures of 2 to 3 for ViennaCL  on a CPU and an NVIDIA GPU, respectively, measured 
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in opposition to a single center CPU implementation[8]. Usual, ViennaCL looks as if a promising alternative. Integration with 

the OpenSEES. Considering OpenCL-primarily based applications can be compiled with  compilers  including  gcc. 

 PETSc 

The portable, Extensible Toolkit for scientific computing (PETSc)[9] is the default linear algebra backend used in the OpenSEES 

mission. PETSc is open source, and provides a vast library of C functions for solving the linear systems arising from 

discretization of PDEs. Because PETSc is written in the c programming language, it is usable for OpenSEES classes, which are 

written in C++. PETSc has massive help for disbursed memory parallelism with MPI. Due to the fact that version 3.2 of PETSc 

has provided GPU-primarily based classes for vectors and matrices [12]. This implementation is primarily based on Cusp [54], as 

well as NVIDIASs Thrust[11] library. As Cusp is invoked in the long run while putting in place and solving linear structures, 

PETSc may be anticipated to perform on par or truly poorer than Cusp. It ought to be expected that the wrapping of Cusp in 

PETSc capabilities will incur a few overhead. 

 cuSPARSE 

The NVIDIA CUDA Sparse Matrix library (cuSPARSE) [5] is NVIDIA's library for sparse linear algebra. It's far blanketed 

inside the CUDA Toolkit [2]. It presents three sparse matrix storage codecs and an LU solver, however no iterative solvers. 

 Cusp 

Cusp[10] is a library for sparse linear algebra and graph computations. It provides numerous storage formats for sparse matrices, 

as well as several iterative solvers and preconditioners. It is evolved by Nathan Bell and Michael Garland, and is based totally on 

their research into numerical linear algebra on GPUs. The programming interface of Cusp is person friendly and properly 

documented. Cusp includes a test for solving Poissons equation in 2nd discretized the usage of finite variations on an m X n grid.  

Executing this test for 1000 X 1000 grid gives a speedup element of 10 on a machine with an Intel Xeon 3.33 GHz CPU and 

GeForce GTX 580 GPU. All this makes Cusp a good candidate for integration with the OpenSEES. Integrating means writing a 

entire Cusp wrapper layer in C++, as well as patching C++’s construct device to invoke the CUDA compiler, nvcc. 

IV. CHOOSING LIBRARY 

Cusp, ViennaCL and PETSc stand out among the evaluated libraries as fitting candidates for integration with the OpenSEES. 

They all provide extensive functionality and exhibit good performance, and are all released under open licenses. Out of these 

three, Cusp provides a flexible, high-level interface for manipulating sparse matrices and solving sparse linear systems. It 

Support for a variety of sparse matrix operations including add, subtract, copy, convert, nrm1, nrmmax, maximal independent set 

graph, and polynomial relaxation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Several sparse linear solver effects the performance OpenSEES for super tall buildings. This drawback can be overcome by of 

redesigning sparse linear solvers by making them GPU enabled. Cusp, ViennaCL and PETSc stand out among the GPU enabled 

libraries as fitting candidates for integration with the OpenSEES Project. Out of which Cusp provides most flexible alterntive. 
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